
The Duratech®

Heat Pump

The ideal solution for heating your
swimming pool or spa.

Duratech Heat Pumps from HeatPumps4Pools.co.uk



Bosta, your total supplier in swimming pool articles

Bosta has a long experience in the trade of piping systems and accessories. We are part of MegaGroup, a 
group of stock keeping technical wholesale dealers in Europe. Also because this international support we are a 
reliable partner in many markets.

In the last years we have built a special and complete product line for swimming pool installers. New in this line 
are the heat pumps for heating up your pool.

This brochure gives you more information about these heat pumps. We also offer excellent after sales service.

Please see our other brochures and catalogues for our other PMC product lines or our complete product range. 
Or visit our website: www.bosta.co.uk

Highly efficient and economical

The energy is collected from the air outside and transferred to the pool water. For each kW consumed by the 
DURATECH® heat pump, 4 to 5 kW are returned to the pool.

Use

The DURATECH® heat pump must be installed outside. It will heat the pool from April to October and will even 
work with outside temperatures as low as -5°C. A cooling mode allows the water to be cooled down by the
DURATECH® heat pump as well.

Environment

° DURATECH® heat pumps are less harmful to the environment because 80% of the energy produced is
 collected from the outside air and therefore purely natural.
° Also the gas used, R407C, has no harmful effect on the ozone layer.

Constructed for durability and longevity

Using advanced and high quality materials like PVC and “Duranium®” for the heat exchanger means it can resist 
to erosion from chlorine in the water. Also, the “Duranium®” heat exchanger is oversized to improve efficiency.
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Easy installation

The unit is intelligently designed and remarkably compact for easy installation. Example: The integrated flow
switch will sense the water flow and automatically start the heater when the pool pump starts and stop it when
the pump shuts off.

Advanced control

The integrated microprocessor monitors all the sensors and controls the device without any intervention of the 
user. Electronic display and control with easy operation is standard.

Running quietly

The use of a high efficient, low sound rotary or scroll compressor, a low noise fan and an oversized heat
exchanger, makes the unit to be extremely quiet in operation. Example: The DURA 8 at 10m distance gives only 
32 db(A).

DURATECH® heat pumps can save you up to 80% in operating costs. 
Whether you just want to extend your swimming season or swim

all season in a warm comfortable pool, the DURATECH® heat pump
can pay for itself in just a few years with the operation costs savings.

How does it work?

DURATECH® heat pumps utilize the sun’s free heat by collecting and absorbing energy from the outside air. 
This energy is then transferred to the pool water. Your existing pool pump circulates the water through the
heater and warms the pool. The unit contains a fan that draws in outside air and directs it over the surface of 
the EVAPORATOR (energy collector). The liquid refrigerant within the EVAPORATOR coil absorbs the heat 
from the outside air and the refrigerant becomes a gas. The warm gas passes through the compressor where 
it is compressed to form a very hot gas, which then passes through the CONDENSOR (water heat exchanger). 
It is here that the heat exchange occurs as the hot gas gives up the heat to the cooler swimming pool water 
circulating through the coil.
The pool water becomes warmer and the hot gas is cooling down as it flows through the CONDENSOR coil, 
returns to its liquid form and, after passing through the expansion valve, the whole process begins again.
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Measurement conditions:
Outdoor air temp. : 25°C
Inlet water temp. : 25°C
Relative humidity : 65%

Specifications

Unit  Model  DURA 6  DURA 8  DURA 12  DURA 17  DURA 21  DURA 21T  DURA 25T

article number  0891951 0891952 0891953 0891954 0891955 0891956 0891957

heating capacity  kW  6,0  8,5  12,0  17,5  21,0  21,0  25,0  

 BTU/h  21000  30000  41000  60000  72000  72000  85300   

cooling capacity  kW  4,8  6,8  9,6  14,0  16,7  16,8  20,0 

 BTU/h  16500  23500  33000  48000  57000  57000  68500   

power input kW  1,2  1,7  2,4  3,5  4,3  4,2  5,0  

performance  C.O.P.  5,0  5,0  5,0  5,0  4,9  5,0  5,0  

maximum volume m3  25  35  50  75  90  90  110 

running current A  5,4  7,7  11,1  15,9  19,5  7,35  8,3  

maximum current A  7,0  10  14  22  26  11  12  

peak current A  31  52  62  122  115  50  50  

power supply V/Ph/Hz  220-240/1/50  220-240/1/50  220-240/1/50  220-240/1/50  220-240/1/50  380/3/50  380/3/50  

compressor quantity   1  1  1  1  1  1  1  

compressor   rotary  rotary  rotary  scroll  scroll  scroll  scroll 

refrigerant  R407C  R407C  R407C  R407C  R407C  R407C  R407C 

quantity Kg  0,6  0,8  1,1  1,3  1,8  1,8  2,2 

low pressure MPa  1,4  1,4  1,4  1,4  1,4  1,4  1,4 

high pressure MPa  3,1  3,1  3,1  3,1  3,1  3,1  3,1 

pressure meter  yes  yes  yes  yes yes yes  yes

fan quantity  1  1  1  1  1  1  1  

fan power input W  50  120  120  120  200  200  200 

fan speed RPM  870  850  850  850  830  830  830 

air flow m³/h  1800  2100  2300  3200  5000  5000  6000 

fan direction  horizontal  horizontal  horizontal  horizontal  vertical  vertical  vertical 

noise  dB (A)  47  51  54  54  58  58  58  

water connection  mm  50  50  50  50  50  50  50  

nominal water flow m3/h  2,2  3,0  4,5  6,0  7,5  7,5  9,0 

water pressure drop (max) kPa  8  10  10  10  12  12  12  

unit net dimensions (L/W/H) mm  1005/370/615  1005/370/615  1005/370/615  1115/470/850  720/660/880  720/660/880  720/660/880

unit shipping dimensions (L/W/H) mm  1070/405/650  1070/405/650  1070/405/650  1200/480/900  760/700/890  760/700/890  760/700/890

net weight/shipping weight Kg  56/63  60/67  66/73  95/105  125/135  125/135  135/145 DURA 6 / DURA 8 / DURA 12 DURA 17 DURA 21 / DURA 21T / DURA 25T



Your dealer:

HeatPumps4Pools

www.heatpumps4pools.co.uk


